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     ORDER 
 

 
 DISPOSITION:  DEPRECIATION SCHEDULES ADOPTED 
 

I.   INTRODUCTION 
 

PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power (Pacific Power or the Company), owns and 
operates the Klamath Hydroelectric Project (Klamath Project).  The Klamath Project is a 169 
megawatt hydroelectric facility on the Klamath River in southern Oregon and northern 
California that includes, among other facilities, the following four mainstem hydroelectric 
dams on the Klamath River:  Iron Gate, Copco No. 1, Copco No. 2, and J.C. Boyle.  The 
Company operates the Klamath Project under one Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) license (FERC Project No. 2082).  The Klamath Project is partially located on 
federal lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of 
Reclamation.  

 
During FERC relicensing proceedings, settlement discussions occurred among 

Pacific Power and stakeholders to remove the Klamath Project.  As a result, an agreement in 
principle, the Klamath Hydroelectric Settlement Agreement (KHSA), was reached among 
Pacific Power, the states of Oregon and California and the United States Department of the 
Interior. 1   On July 14, 2009, the Oregon legislature passed Senate Bill (SB) 76 to facilitate 
removal of the Klamath Project pursuant to the KHSA.  Among other things, SB 76 
establishes procedures to implement the removal of certain Klamath Project dams.   

 
Section 3 of SB 76, codified as ORS 757.734, requires the Public Utility 

Commission of Oregon (Commission) to determine new depreciation schedules that facilitate 
removal of certain Klamath Project dams by 2020.2  ORS 757.734(2) provides that once the 
                                                 
1 A more expansive description of the Klamath Project and the KHSA will be provided in a subsequent order 
addressing all issues in this proceeding other than those related to depreciation schedules. 
2 Pacific Power observes, “[t]he ‘Whereas’ clauses to SB 76 indicate that the policy underlying these provisions 
was to ‘facilitate removal of the Klamath dams’ by requiring the Commission to ‘set rates that allow Pacific 
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depreciation schedule is determined, the “Commission shall use the depreciation schedules 
* * * to establish rates and tariffs for the recovery of Oregon’s allocated share of 
undepreciated amounts prudently invested by Pacific Power in a Klamath River dam.”   
ORS 757.734(1) requires the Commission to approve the new depreciation schedules within 
six months of the execution of the KHSA.  As the KHSA was executed on February 18, 
2010, a new depreciation schedule must be determined by August 18, 2010. 

 
II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

 
On March 18, 2010, Pacific Power filed Advice No. 10-008, as well as an 

application and direct testimony to implement the provisions of SB 76.  Testimony by 
Andrea L. Kelly addressed the adoption of new depreciation schedules.3  On June 4, 2010, 
Staff filed testimony recommending specific proposed depreciation schedules for each of the 
four dams.  On June 21, 2010, Pacific Power filed reply testimony addressing and agreeing 
with Staff’s proposed depreciation schedules.  No other party filed testimony.   

 
While Pacific Power proposed a depreciation methodology in this case, the 

Company included proposed depreciation rates in its pending general rate case, docket  
UE 217.4  On July 12, 2010, an uncontested stipulation was filed in UE 217.  The parties to 
that Stipulation agree that the Commission should implement the new depreciation schedules 
as determined in this docket.5   

 
III. DISCUSSION 

 
A. The Proposed Depreciation Rates Conform to the Requirements of ORS 757.734 
 

1. Parties’ 
 
Pacific Power proposes depreciation of the net book value of the Klamath 

Project on a straight-line basis over the remaining life of the plant, anticipated to end as early 
as December 31, 2019.6  Under Pacific Power’s proposed methodology, the net book value 
would be adjusted each month to reflect impact from additions, retirements or any associated 
net salvage, as would the straight-line depreciation over the remaining period.  Pacific Power 
recommends applying this depreciation methodology to the J. C. Boyle, Copco I, Copco II, 
and Iron Gate dams.7  Pacific Power indicates that its proposal is consistent with the 

                                                                                                                                                       
Power to recover Oregon’s fair share of Pacific Power’s undepreciated investment in the dams.”  Pacific 
Power’s Brief on Depreciation Rate Issues at 3 (July 20, 2010). 
3 See PPL/200, Kelly/16, ll. 9-19.   
4 See Tab 6, adjustment 6.2, of the Company’s general revenue requirement exhibit, PPL/1102, as filed in  
UE 217 on March 1, 2010.  Bryce Dalley sponsored these depreciation rates in testimony at PPL/1102, 
Dalley/25.   
5 See In the matter of  PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, Request for General Rate Revision, docket UE 217, 
Stipulation at 3 (July 12, 2010). 
6 See PPL/200, Kelly/16, ll. 9-13.  
7 The Company did not propose that the new depreciation methodology be applied to the East Side and West 
Side dams, the two smaller facilities in the Klamath Project.  In the Company’s last depreciation study, the 
Company established a small hydro decommissioning reserve.  The costs to decommission East Side and West 
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Company’s proposal in FERC relicensing proceedings, as well as with the provision in the 
KHSA that Pacific Power retains the responsibility to decommission these facilities.   

 
Staff proposes depreciation schedules using a straight-line depreciation 

methodology and applies it to Oregon’s share of the gross plant value for the four dams.8  
Staff obtained data from Pacific Power by FERC accounts for each of the four dams.9  Staff 
divided the remaining net balance for each of the dams as of June 30, 2009, by the remaining 
10.5-year life (the period between June 30, 2009, and December 31, 2019).10  Staff calculated 
the straight-line depreciation rate as 6.4. percent.11  Applying this rate to Oregon’s share of 
the gross plant, valued at $21.38 million, Staff computed a collective $1.37 million annual 
depreciation expense for the four dams.12  Based on these calculations, Staff recommends a 
depreciation schedule for each dam.13 

   
Staff’s calculations do not contain any salvage or cost of removal estimates, 

nor values for interim additions or interim retirements.  Staff recommends that depreciation 
figures be adjusted as the net book value of the dams fluctuates each month due to capital 
additions and retirement activities—but not removal costs.  Staff also recommends that plant 
balances and remaining life in the schedules (currently calculated from June 2009) be 
updated to December 2010 as a part of the Company’s compliance filing in docket UE 217 
prior to implementation of these depreciation rates on January 1, 2011.  Staff indicates the 
updated plant balance should include changes from capital improvements but not removal 
costs.   

 
In reply testimony, Pacific Power concurs with Staff’s calculations.  Pacific 

Power observes that Staff’s calculations in the schedules for each dam varied in some respect 
from the Company’s calculations (filed in docket UE 217), but that end results for the 
revenue requirement and depreciation rate are the same.14   

 
2. Discussion 

 
We adopt Staff’s depreciation schedules, attached as Appendix A, for the  

J. C. Boyle, Copco I, Copco II, and Iron Gate dams.  We direct Pacific Power to update these 
depreciation schedules to December 2010 as part of the Company’s compliance filing in 
docket UE 217 prior to implementation of these depreciation rates on January 1, 2011.  We 
also adopt the recommendation that as the net book value of the dams fluctuates each month 
due to capital additions and retirement activities, the associated depreciation rates will be 
adjusted to fully depreciate such capital improvements by the end of the expected life.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       
Side will be charged against that reserve.  Pacific Power indicates that the reserve balance will be evaluated and 
the accrual adjusted during the next depreciation study.     
8 See Staff/202.   
9 Staff/200, Peng 4, ll. 5-6.   
10 Staff/200, Peng/4, ll. 9-10.   
11 Staff/200, Peng/4, l. 11.   
12 Staff/200, Peng/4, ll. 11-13.   
13 Staff/202, Peng/1-9; Staff 200, Peng/5, Table I 
14 Pacific Power’s Brief on Depreciation Rate Issues at p. 5. 
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B. Implementation of New Depreciation Rates 
 

1. Parties’ Positions 
 
Pacific Power requested an effective date of January 1, 2011, for new 

depreciation rates for the Klamath Project.  This date coincides with the effective date of new 
rates resulting from the stipulation filed in docket UE 217.15  An uncontested stipulation was 
filed on July 12, 2010 in that docket.  The parties to the UE 217 stipulation agree that the 
Commission should implement the new depreciation schedules determined in this docket.16   

 
2. Discussion 

 
We agree that implementation of new depreciation rates for the Klamath 

Project should take effect on the same day, January 1, 2011, as new rates resulting from 
resolution of Pacific Power’s general rate case, docket UE 217.  We will address 
implementation of the new depreciation rates for the Klamath Project by this date in a 
subsequent order entered in docket UE 217.   

 
IV. ORDER 

 
IT IS ORDERED that: 
 
1. New depreciation schedules, attached as Appendix A, are adopted for the 

following four Klamath Hydroelectric Project dams owned and operated 
by PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power:  J. C. Boyle, Copco I, Copco II, and 
Iron Gate.   

 
2. Implementation of new depreciation rates by January 1, 2011, will be 

addressed by a subsequent order entered in docket UE 217. 
 

3. PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power will update these new depreciation 
schedules to December 2010 as part of the Company’s compliance filing 
in docket UE 217 prior to implementation of these depreciation rates on  
January 1, 2011. 

  

                                                 
15 See In the Matter of PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, Request for General Rate Revision, docket UE 217, 
Stipulation at 3. 
16 Id. 






















